SCRATCH
Starter Guide

Go to the Scratch website to create an account. It’s free! https://scratch.mit.edu/
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5
Make sure to go to your email and confirm
your email address.
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Step 6
Once you have an account and are logged in, go to “create” to start a new project:

Some things to familiarize yourself before you get started:
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Managing the Sprite
A sprite is an agent that you control with scripts1. By default, you begin with a cat. You
can delete the beginning sprite by right clicking on the cat in the sprites list (under the
Stage Area) and selecting delete. Add a new sprite by selecting the face
where it
says New Sprite. You have a wide variety of sprites to choose from; double click the
one you wish to use.
You can change the appearance of your sprite in the costumes tab in the upper middle
section. You will be able to see new changes in the Stage Area as soon as you make
them.
Saving, Opening and Sharing Scripts
Scratch automatically saves your script, but remember to click “Save Now” occasionally
just to be sure. Make sure you give it a name above the Stage Area. It is good to get in
the habit of saving your ongoing project(s) with a different name (perhaps give it a
version number) each time you work on it  it can be helpful to go back to an old version
if something you write goes wrong. To open one of your scripts, click on the folder next
to your user name at the top right of the screen.
It is also easy to share the scripts you have written with other people. Simply click the
Share button under your user name at the top right corner of the screen and it will make
your project public. Feel free to share the URL with whoever you like.

1

Scripts are programs or series of instructions that are carried out by another program (in this case the
Scratch program) rather than being compiled in advance and run directly by the computer’s processor.
Scripts are generally faster and easier to write than compiled programs, but do not run as quickly.
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Scripts Area
To begin coding, click on the Scripts tab in the middle section.
To make a sprite do things, you need to program it by dragging blocks from the Blocks
Palette in the Scripts tab to the Scripts Area and snapping them together. The blocks
have different shapes. The notches and grooves show how they fit together (like puzzle
pieces). Some blocks (A) have a rounded top and a bump on the bottom. These “hat”
blocks may only be
used at the
beginning of a
script. Most blocks
(B) have both a
bump on the
bottom and and
notch on the top.
These “stack”
blocks can be used
anywhere in a
script. Some
blocks (C) have rounded or pointed ends with smooth tops and bottoms. These blocks
are only used inside other blocks. Notice that the pointed ends of the
block fits into the space in the

block. Blocks with this shape are called

“boolean” and always give a yes or no answer. Likewise, the rounded ends of the
block denote that it fits into the space in the

block;

blocks with this shape are “reporter” blocks and hold some information (a random
number in this case). Finally, some blocks (D) have a flat bottom with a groove on top
and these “cap” blocks are only used to end a script.
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When you drag a block around the Scripts Area, a grey highlight indicates where you
can drop that block to form a valid connection with another block:

When moving blocks that are already connected, grab the topmost block of the ones
you want moved. All of the blocks connected below it will be moved along with it.
A set of connected blocks forms a script. You may run scripts before they are complete.
Clicking anywhere on a script runs the entire script, from top to bottom.
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Scripts Tab
Here is an overview of some of the available blocks:
Motion
Provides buttons in order to move your sprite:
● Move: allows you to move your sprite however many “steps” you’d like (**Note:
steps are tiny in the Scratch program**)
● Turn right  rotates the sprite the specified number of degrees clockwise
● Turn left  rotates the sprite the specified number of degrees counterclockwise
● Go to x: __ y: __  Jump to the indicated coordinates. The stage is set up with an
x,y coordinate system where the range for x is +/ 240 and for y is +/ 180.
Looks
● Say/Think  prompts speech or thought bubble to show on screen. You can add
any text.
● Hide/Show  can make the sprite disappear and reappear.
● Switch  allows you to switch the sprites costumes to make it look like the script is
moving. You can also switch the backdrops.
● Effects  You can add special effects including color, size, and fading.
Sounds
● Play sounds  including animals, instruments, or your own recordings.
● You can also change your sounds’ tempo and volume.
Events
Allows you to create commands when one of the options in the drop down menu is
chosen.
● Broadcasts  Allows communication between sprites (and the backdrop) by
sending a customizable message.
● When ____ [happens]  Starts the script when something happens, such as a
when a sprite is clicked, a key is pressed or a broadcast is received.
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Control
Allows you to put certain limits on the coding blocks.
● Wait ___ seconds  Pauses the script for the specified number of seconds
● Repeat ___  Allows you to loop through the specified block or series of blocks
the specified number of times.
● Repeat until ___  Allows you to loop through the specified block or series of
blocks until the given condition is met.
● Forever  Allows you to loop through the specified block or series of blocks
forever. (**NOTE: Be sure to include some way for your script to end  unless
you want it to actually run forever**).
● If ___ then …  If the specified condition is met, then the specified block or series
of blocks will be executed.
● Wait until ___  Wait until the specified condition is met and then continue.
● Stop  You can choose to end a script that is running.
● Clones  Duplicates a sprite.
Sensing
These blocks allow your sprite to interact with the environment  the Stage Area, your
mouse pointer, other sprites, etc.
● Touching  Determines if the sprite is touching some element.
● Interactive blocks  Allows interaction with the user.
○ For instance, the “ask” block can be used to get information from the user,
which is then stored in the variable “answer.” The below script asks the
user for their name, waits until they type it, and then has the sprite say
“hello [whatever they typed]”:
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Operators
● There are blocks that allow you to complete mathematical operations (adding,
subtracting, multiplying and dividing), and also compare those values (greater
than, less than and equal).
● Pick Random ___ to ___  The computer picks a random integer between the two
values (inclusive).
● And, Or, Not  There are used in conditional blocks to combine (or negate)
different conditions.
● Join  This block is used to combine two pieces of text together.
● [sqrt] of ___  This block allows you to perform one of various mathematical
functions on the number (or variable) you enter. Square root is the default, but
you can choose others, such as absolute value, sine, cosine, etc.
Variables
Allows you to manipulate/create variables
● Make a Variable  Allows you to create a variable. Once a variable has been
created it gives you these next few options:
○ Set _ to _  You are able to select a variable and set it to a value.
○ Change _ by _  Add the amount to the selected variable.
○ Show variable  Allows the user to view the variable in the Stage Area.
○ Hide variable  Removes the variable from the Stage Area (but you can
still use it).
My Blocks
You can also create your own custom blocks. Custom blocks are made up of scripts you
build that you would like to use more than once. After you make a custom block, it will
appear in the My Blocks palette, where you can use it as you would any other Scratch
block.
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Pen
Allows you to modify your “pen” in the Stage Area.
● Pen down  Allows your pen to be put down on the Stage Area in order to draw
(your sprite will leave a trail wherever it goes).
● Clear  Clears the Stage Area of anything that has been drawn there.
● Stamp  Leaves a picture of your sprite wherever it is on the Stage Area.
● Pen up  Your pen will be away from the Stage Area, and you will not draw when
your sprite moves.
● Set pen color to  Allows you to set the color of your pen. Clicking on the colored
box in the block allows you to select a color by pointing to the desired color on
the screen.

**More information can be found at https://en.scratchwiki.info/wiki/Blocks. Check it out!
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